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Case: 56327 Status report performance when Banner running in the cloud
Sped up performance of the Status report by removing calls to live Banner and replacing them with data warehouse information
instead.
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 55549 Form Generator - totals on grids
Added a Footer property (true/false) to the Form Generator grid properties.

Case: 56660 Form gen / single record view sticking when user wants a grid
When single record / form view is the default view, and the user changes to grid view and applies a column level filter, the report
was re-rendering in single record / form view instead of leaving the user on the grid view. This has been fixed.

Case: 56676 Checkbox in Attachments popup to track whether receipt has been reviewed
Added two new columns to the "Document List" popup (attachments control): Tags & Reviewed.

These can be enabled/disabled in each application via Configuration Settings:
1340 - Enable Tags feature for Imaging (DSU) control (Y/N)
1341 - Enable Reviewed feature for Imaging (DSU) control (Y/N)

Users with the "<application> - Document Reviewed Flag" role are able to see and click the Reviewed column when the
configuration setting is enabled. The original intended purpose of this feature is for the PCard module to allow AP/approvers to
record which receipts they have already reviewed, but it could certainly be used for similar processes in other modules as well.

Case: 56729 Make the Communication Batch History report land on Filter Options
Updated the Administration -> Communication -> Communication Batch History report so that when clicked from the menu the
report won't auto-execute and instead the user will land on the Filter Options tab.

Case: 56896 Count(Distinct) with only one column breaking
Fixed a bug where using the Count advanced option would break if only that one column was enabled in the report output.

Case: 56897 Number formatting disappears when applying hyperlink formatting
Fixed a bug where number formatting would be lost when hyperlink formatting was applied.

Case: 57046 Fix Pinned Report Summary Execution
Fixed a bug where the Last Executed date/time on the Pinned Reports information report did not match the popup when you click
the "# of Executions" column.
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